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Nikoletta Toffoloni graduated from Yale University in 2019,

with a BA in Molecular, Cellular and Developmental Biology

and, with distinction, a BA in Art with a concentration in

Painting. She was the 2018 recipient of the AGAPW

Excellence Tuition Scholarship in STEM. Following

graduation, she explored the intersection of these fields

alongside her passion for working with children. Nikoletta

observed physicians at the Saint Elizabeth Medical Center in

OBGYN, Maternal Fetal Medicine and the NICU and taught

at Noah’s Art, a private art school for children. These pursuits furthered her motivation to

impact children and foster their curiosity and creativity.

This past year, Nikoletta has worked alongside her mother at Kids Are Kids, an educational

toy store her mother opened and has run for thirty-three years. Nikoletta experienced the

rigorous strategy necessary for a small business to withstand a global pandemic and has used

her knowledge of child development to thoroughly learn the product, determine areas in

need of innovation and development, and implement her artistic capabilities with installing

intricate and city-acknowledged window displays to attract new customers. Her efforts, along

with her cherished teamwork with her mother, have resulted in the store’s highest record

sales in all its thirty-three years of business.

Along with her dedicated work at Kids Are Kids, Nikoletta is beginning to write and

illustrate children’s books, an undertaking that has been greatly inspired by her art

background and her extensive time volunteering and working with children.

Raised in a Greek-American household, Nikoletta is deeply involved in Boston’s Greek

community. She volunteered at the Philoxenia House, which houses children from Greece

seeking medical treatment in Boston, and at Το Χαμόγελο του Παιδιού, an orphanage in Corfu.

She continues to seek opportunities to involve herself within the Hellenic community as she

is indescribably grateful of the meaningful connections and faith it has bestowed in her life.


